Abstract. A sequence A = {a,} of positive integers ax < a2 < ■ ■ ■ is said to be primitive if no term of A divides any other. Let Í2(a) denote the number of prime factors of a counted with multiplicity.
Introduction
A sequence A = {a¡} of positive integers ax < a2 < ■ ■ ■ is said to be primitive if no term of A divides any other (cf. [3] or [5] ). We denote by pm the mtb prime, by p a variable prime and by p(a) the least prime factor of a. We define the degree of an integer a, denoted by Q(a), to be the number of prime factors of a counted with multiplicity. The degree of an integer sequence A, denoted by d°(A), is defined as the maximum degree of its terms. We take d°iA) = 0 if ^ = {1} or 0.
For a primitive sequence A with d°iA)> 0 we define yV) = £i/(ûiogfl).
We take fiA) = 0 if d°iA) = 0. Erdös [1] proved that there exists an absolute constant C such that fiA) < C for any primitive sequence A. Recently he [2] has asked if the inequality (1) Y -ji-< V -r^-for«>l is always true for any primitive sequence A . Zhang [8] proved that if A is primitive with d°(A) < 4, then the inequality is true. Erdös and Zhang [4] proved that f(A) < 1.84 for any primitive sequence A , and gave a necessary and sufficient condition for the inequality (1), namely z^ées l/ib log b) ^¿^l/iplogp) for any primitive sequence B . Clearly, if (1) is true then C = £¡ 1/iplogp) < 1.64.
In this paper we partially settle this question of Erdös in another direction. To give our result, we need some more notation and concepts. Let Aip) denote the set of a e A with pia) = p . A sequence B is called homogeneous if either B = 0 or Q(Z>) = d°iB) for all b e B . Clearly, if B is homogeneous, then B is primitive. Now we state our main result as the following Theorem. If A is a positive integer sequence such that 1 £ A and each Aip) is homogeneous, then the inequality (1) is true.
The basic idea for proving the theorem is the same as that used in [8] ; i.e., we consider the least prime factors of the terms of A . The key point of this paper is to prove that, for a given prime p , if B = Bip) is homogeneous and nonempty, then ¿-¿blogb -plogp' It is clear that (2) immediately implies the theorem. In fact we have the stronger result where "a < «" is replaced in (1) with "(a, n\) > 1". We need nine lemmas. Lemma 1. We have p" > «log« for n > 1 and p" < rc(log« + loglog«) for n>6.
These results may be found in [6] and [7] .
Lemma 2. We have him) < 1/logm for m>2.
Proof. Note that for each i: > 3, we have 1 < log(ï/(i-l)) _ 1 1 i log i log( I -1 ) log i log( /' -1 ) log( / -1 ) log /' ' Thus, from Lemma 1,
In the following we define /(a) = / if the largest prime factor of a is p¡.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on 5. If 5 = 1, then this is just Lemma 2. Assume the lemma for s. For the 5+1 case, we have, by Lemma 2, log m log m :iog6 log 5 log 6 + log(log 6 + log log 6) . , . Table 1 .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use a problem concerning primitive sequences Table 1 By calculation we get the upper bounds of VXo(s), for 3 < s < 9, listed in Table  2 , which serve as upper bounds of vXo(s) for 3 < s < 9.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use By Lemma 4 we have ",<3) < h (g i i + Pjlog(2piPj) log/V / ' By calculation we get the upper bounds of w,(3), for 1 < i < 9, listed in Table   2 .
Since we now have upper bounds for i>io(3) and u¡(3), we can, by equation In this way we get upper bounds (listed in Table 2 ) of w(s,0) = vx(s)<l/log2 for3<5<9.
In the above calculations we also get the upper bounds of v¡(9), for 1 < / < 10, listed in Table 2 . Let kx = l/log2 and h = -*-;---for 2 < i < 10. log2 --We list the values of k,■, for 1 < i < 10, in Table 2 . Since F,o(9) < kx0 and Vxois + 1) -Vxois) = ex~sih -{e-\)g) < 0, we have (6) vxois) < Vxois) < kx0 for s > 9.
For / = 9 down to 1, for s = 9, 10, ... , we have, by (3), (4), (5), and (6), Proof. This follows from Lemmas 6, 7, and 8. D
As we have seen above, Lemma 9 immediately implies the theorem.
